Pastor Ken Nelson’s Sermon

In his book "A Catechism for the Curious" - Pastor Eric Reisen recounted an interview with the
humanity.
Dr. Einstein replied, "is the universe friendly."

It is also beautiful, and mysterious, which is why the writer of Psalm 8 "considers it." Never
writer asks...
from the perspective of faith, what Einstein asked, presumably, from a scientific

Psalm 8 begins with praise but then it makes a statement about God - verse 2 says ''from the lips of
children and infants you have ordained praise, because of your enemies ..." This is a curious

things
into existence - sometimes called "common grace" because all people on earth are
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definitively say "the universe is
friendly" - because of Jesus our forgiver. As I asked in my message in our weekly "Connections" newsletter this week; 'how do we know God gives a care

To the question of Psalm 8 - "what is man that you are mindful of him", we add not only is God mindful
ofus - as from afar, as most world religions assert, we can say, we alone, God became

despite our suffering. Stott
wrote "I could never myself believe in God if it were not for the cross. In the real world of suffering ...
how could one worship a God who is immune to it. "

But how are we to know this is true for us - that God is mindful of me? Luther said knowing
person" of the Trinity. To
Thomas his disciple, Jesus said, "because you have seen me you have

Psalm 8 says the universe, the heavens, reveal the glory of God. It tells us God is majestic, that is, great.
But that does not tell us if God is good. Thanks be to God then, for "the Son of man
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